Text style transfer aims to modify the style of a sentence while keeping its content unchanged. Recent style transfer systems often fail to faithfully preserve the content after changing the style. This paper proposes a structured content preserving model that leverages linguistic information in the structured fine-grained supervisions to better preserve the style-independent content 1 during style transfer. In particular, we achieve the goal by devising rich model objectives based on both the sentence's lexical information and a language model that conditions on content.
INTRODUCTION
Text style transfer is an important task in designing sophisticated and controllable natural language generation (NLG) systems. The goal of this task is to convert a sentence from one style (e.g., negative sentiment) to another (e.g., positive sentiment), while preserving the style-independent content (e.g., the name of the food being discussed). Typically, it is difficult to find parallel data with different styles. So we must learn to disentangle the representations of the style from the content. However, it is impossible to separate the two components by simply adding or dropping certain words. Content and style are deeply fused in every sentence.
Previous work on unsupervised text style transfer, such as ; , proposes an encoder-decoder architecture with style discriminators to learn disentangled representations. The encoder takes a sentence as an input and generates a style-independent content representation. The decoder then takes the content representation and the style representation to generate the transferred sentence. However, there is no guarantee that the decoder will only change the styledependent content, as these methods do not have any constraints to preserve the content.
We propose a new text generative model to preserve the content while transferring the style of a sentence at the same time. We first use an attentional auto-encoder (AE) and a binary style classifier to generate sentence with the target style. Then we use the distance between POS information of the input sentence and output sentence as an error signal to the generator. Since we use the positivenegative Yelp review data and the political slant data as the benchmark to test our algorithm. Most of the content of these reviews and comments are captured by the nouns of the sentence. Therefore, we enforce the decoder to generate sentences that have similar nouns. So in our implementation, the POS information simply reduces to noun information. For other style transfer tasks, different POS tags, such as verbs, may capture the content better. Then the model needs to adapt to use other tags instead of the nouns for the constraints. Besides these explicit constraints, we also add an additional constraint, a language model conditioned on both the nouns and the style representations, to enforce the output sentence to be fluent and contain desired nouns. We evaluate our model on both the sentiment modification and the political slant transfer tasks. Results show that our approach has better content preservation and a higher accuracy of transferred style compared to previous models in both automatic and human evaluation metrics.
RELATED WORK
Recently, there are many new models designed for non-parallel text style transfer. Our structured content preserving model is closely related to several previous work describe below:
Delete, Retrieve and Generate According to the observation that text styles are often marked by distinctive phrases (e.g., "a great fun), Li et al. (2018) extracts content words by deleting phrases associated with the sentences original style, retrieves new phrases associated with the target style, and uses a neural model to smoothly combine them into a final output. However, in some cases (Pavlick & Tetreault, 2016) , content and style cannot be so cleanly separated only using phrase boundaries. Lample et al. (2017) ; Artetxe et al. (2017) propose sophisticated methods for unsupervised machine translation. Rabinovich et al. (2016) shows that author characteristics are significantly obfuscated by both manual and automatic machine translation. So these methods could in principle be used as style transfer. first uses back-translation to rephrase the sentence to get rid of the original style. Then, they generate a sentence based on the content using a separate style-specific generator. However, after back-translation, the generated sentence does not contain the detailed content information in the input sentence.
Back-Translation
Adversarial Training Some work Fu et al., 2017; Melnyk et al., 2017) uses adversarial training to separate style and content. For example, Fu et al. (2017) proposes two models: multi-decoder and style-embedding. Both of them learn a representation for the input sentence that only contains the content information. Then the multi-decoder model uses different decoders, one for each style, to generate sentences in the corresponding style. The styleembedding model, in contrast, learns style embeddings in addition to the content representations. also encodes the source sentence into a vector, but the discriminator utilizes the hidden states of the RNN decoder instead. When applying adversarial training to unsupervised text style transfer, the content encoder aims to fool the style discriminator by removing style information from the content embedding. However, empirically it is often easy to fool the discriminator without actually removing the style information. Besides, the non-differentiability of discrete word tokens makes the generator difficult to optimize. Hence, most models attempt to use REINFORCE (Sutton et al., 1999) to fine tune trained models (Yu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017) or use professor forcing method to transfer the style. Yang et al. (2018) first uses a target domain language model to provide token-level feedback during the learning process. In their approach, they train the language model as a discriminator to assign a high probability to real sentences, replacing the more conventional binary classifier. This method is different from ours in that our language model is conditioned on the content. So the content conditional language model can enforce the decoder to preserve the content.
Language Model as Discriminator
Toward Controlled Generation of Text is most relevant to our work. Their model aims at generating sentences with controllable styles by learning disentangled latent representations (Chen et al., 2016) . It builds on variational auto-encoders (VAEs) and uses independency constraints to enforce styles reliably inferred back from generated sentences. Our model adds more constraints to preserve the style-independent content by using POS information preservation and a contentconditional language model.
STRUCTURED CONTENT PRESERVING MODEL
The overall model architecture is shown in Figure 1 . We develop a new neural generative model which integrates an attentional auto-encoder, a style classifier, a POS information preservation constraint and a language model that conditions on content (Yang et al., 2018) . We will discuss each component in details below. Figure 1 : Architecture of our proposed model. x i denotes the input sentence.x i denotes the styleindependent content representation. v x and v y denote the different style representations.ỹ i denotes the generated sentence.Ñ y denotes the noun set extracted fromỹ i . L x res , L x P OS , L x class , L x lm and L x denote the loss function. The red line shows the generation process. The yellow, blue, green and pink lines illustrate the loss function formulation.
ATTENTIONAL AUTO-ENCODER
Assume there are two non-parallel text datasets X = {x 1 , x 2 ,. . . , x m } and Y = {y 1 , y 2 ,. . . , y m } with two different styles v x and v y , respectively. We let v x be the positive sentiment style and v y be the negative sentiment style. Our target is to generate sentence of the desired style while preserving the content of the input sentence. Assume the style representation v is sampled from a prior p(v) and the content representation z is sampled from p(z). So the sentence x is generated from the conditional distribution p(x|z, v) and our goal is to learn:
The above equation is the encoder and decoder framework to generate sentences. One unsupervised method is to apply the attentional auto-encoder model. We first encode the sentence x i or y i to obtain its style-independent content representationx i = E(x i , v x ) orŷ i = E(y i , v y ). Then we use an attentional decoder G to generate sentences conditioned onx i orŷ i and v x or v y . So we can get the reconstruction loss L x res :
After switching the style representation, we can get the generated sentenceỹ i = {ỹ 1 ,ỹ 2 , . . . ,ỹ M }:
whereỹ <m indicates the tokens precedingỹ m and M denotes the number of tokens inỹ i .
STYLE CLASSIFIER
Since the attentional auto-encoder cannot fully enforce the desired style, we deploy a style classifier to predict the given style. We feed the result of the prediction back to the encoder-decoder model. The generator is then trained to generate sentences that maximize the accuracy of the style classifier.
However, it is impossible to propagate gradients from the style classifier through the discrete samples. We thus resort to a Gumbel-softmax (Jang et al., 2016) distribution as continuous approximation of the sample. For each step in the generator, let q be a categorical distribution with probabilities π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π c . Samples from q can be approximated by:
g i or g j denotes independent samples from Gumbel(0, 1). The temperature τ is set to τ → 0 as training proceeds, yielding increasingly peaked distributions that finally emulate the discrete case. The approximation replaces the sampled tokenỹ i (represented as a one-hot vector) at each step with u. Then the probability vector u is used as the input to the classifier. With the continuous approximation, we use the following loss to improve the generator:
) denote the resulting "soft" generated sentence and p C denotes the loss in the style classifier.
In most cases, the classifier is unstable and insufficient to preserve content. We propose to use POS information preservation and a language model to preserve content.
POS PRESERVATION CONSTRAINTS
We propose to preserve the content based on the POS tag information. Since we focus on Yep review and political comments and their content are mostly captured by nouns, we only consider the noun tags of the POS information. We use a POS tagger to extract nouns from both input sentences and generated sentences. We denote the extracted noun set of the input as N x and the noun set in the output asÑ y , where N x = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n p } andÑ y = {ñ 1 ,ñ 2 , . . . ,ñ m }. Then we embed these nouns using pretrained GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) to measure the semantic similarity between the input and output sentences. We embed each noun token in N x andÑ y :
Where E x orẼ y denotes the embedding sets and e 1 orẽ 1 denotes the embedding of the nouns. However, the structure of the output sentence can be different from the input. Therefore, we need to match corresponding noun pairs between N x andÑ y . Assume that the corresponding noun of n i in N x isñ j inÑ y whenñ j is most similar to n i among all the nouns inÑ y . We add up the cosine similarity between the two word embeddings of all the corresponding noun pairs and normalize it by the number of nouns in N x as a basic loss.
In practice, the number of nouns in N x may not be equal to the ones inÑ y , which means the generated sentence contains more or less nouns than the original sentence. So calculating the similarity of the two sentences can be challenging. Therefore, we include a weight γ to handle those cases to ensure a fair comparison. When the number of nouns in N x is equal to that inÑ y , γ is set to 1. When the number of nouns in N x is different to the number inÑ y , γ is set to be the absolute difference normalized by the number of nouns in N x . So the POS distance is:
the distance set denotes as D, the number of nouns in N x denotes as c x N and the number of nouns inÑ y denotes as c yÑ . The POS distance can be viewed as an overall evaluation score of the output sentence. If the output does not contain semantically similar nouns of the input, the overall evaluation score will be high. The generator thus can be enhanced to generate sentence with desired nouns. In this way, the styleindependent content can be better preserved.
CONTENT CONDITIONAL LANGUAGE MODEL
Besides the sentence POS information preservation, we use a content conditional language model to enforce the output sentence to contain desired nouns and at the same time to make the output sentence more fluent. Instead of comparing the difference between N x andÑ y directly, we only use N x to give noun information to the generator implicitly. We combine the average of E x (Equation 6) with the style label as the hidden state h lm and send the hidden state to the language model. Thus the language model is conditioned on both the nouns and the style. Then we use the discrete samples from the input x i and the hidden state h lm to train the language model:
In order to use standard back-propagation to train the generator, we use the continuous approximation in Equation 4. We denote the continuous approximation of the output of the decoder asp y = {p y t } T t=1 , which is a sequence of probability vectors. For each step we feedp y t to the language model using the weighted average of the embedding Wp y t , then we get the output from the language model which is a probability distribution over the vocabulary of the next wordp y t+1 . Finally, the language model loss is the perplexity of the generated samples evaluated by the language model becomes:
If a sentence does not contain semantically similar nouns from the input, it will have a high perplexity under a language model trained on desired nouns. A language model can assign a probability to each token, thus providing more information on which word is to blame for overall high perplexity.
Therefore, the training objective for our structured content preserving model is to minimize the four types constraints together: the reconstruction in the attentional auto-encoder, the style classifier, the POS information and the language model:
The model training process consists of three steps. First, we train the language model according to Equation 9. Then, we train the classifier. Finally, we minimize the reconstruction loss, classification loss, POS loss and perplexity of the language model together.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We experiment on two types of different transformations: sentiment and political slant, to verify the effectiveness of our model. Compared with a broad set of exiting work, our model achieves significant improvement in terms of both content preservation and style transfer.
ACCURACY OF POS TAGGER
Before the experiment, we test the accuracy of the POS tagger. We first select 100 sentences from the test set. Then for each sentence, we annotate nouns manually and compare with those extracted by POS Tagger. Result shows the accuracy (%) of the POS Tagger is 91.4. So the error of the POS tagger has little effect on the experiment results.
SENTIMENT MANIPULATION
We first investigate whether our model can preserve the sentiment-independent content better while transferring the sentiment of the sentence. We compare our model with Hu et al. (2017) (2018) . We also evaluate our model without language model supervision in an ablation study.
DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
We use the Yelp review dataset. The dataset contains almost 250K negative sentences and 380K positive sentences, of which 70% are used for training, 10% are used for evaluation and the remaining 20% are used as test set. Sentences of length more than 15 are filtered out. We keep all words that appear more than five times in the training set and get a vocabulary size of about 10k. All words appearing less than five times are replaced with a <UNK> token. At the beginning of each sentence, we add a <BOS> token and at the end of each sentence, we add a <EOS> token. We use <PAD> token to pad sentences that have less than 15 tokens. Appendix A shows the model configurations.
AUTOMATIC EVALUATION RESULTS
Following previous work Li et al., 2018) , we compute automatic evaluation metrics: accuracy and BLUE score. Besides these two basic metrics, we also use the POS information distance (Equation 8) as new metric to test the model's content preserving ability.
We first use a style classifier to assess whether the generated sentence has the desired style. The classifier is based on CNN and trained on the same training data. We define the accuracy as the fraction of outputs classified as having the targeted style. However, simply evaluating the sentiment . The POS distance denotes the noun difference between the original and transferred sentences. The smaller the POS distance, the better the performance. lm here represents language model. of the sentences is not enough, since the model can generate collapsed sentences such as a single word "good". We also measure the POS information distance and BLEU score of the transferred sentences against the original sentences. Besides these metrics, Li et al. (2018) provides 1000 human annotated sentences. These sentences are manually generated by human that have the desired style and the preserved content. We use them as the ground truth and use BLEU score of transferred sentences against these human annotated sentences as an important metric to evaluate all the models.
We report the results in Table 1 . The Retrieval method in Li et al. (2018) has the highest accuracy but has very low score in both BLEU against original sentences and BLEU against human transferred sentences. Such result is not surprising, because they directly retrieve the most similar sentences from the other corpus. However, there is no mechanism to guarantee that the corpus with the target style contains the sentence that has similar content of the original sentence. The StyleEmbedding model in Fu et al. (2017) has the highest BLEU score while its accuracy is very low. Such result is not surprising because the model does not have any constraints on the generated style. The results of these two models show that a good model should perform well on both the accuracy and the BLEU score. Comparing our model with other baselines, we can see that our model outperforms them in both aspects: getting higher accuracy and preserving the content better. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our structure content preserving model.
Having both the POS and the language model constraints might look repetitive at first. Therefore, we experiment the model without the POS and language model constraints respectively. We report the results in Table 1 . The BLEU(human) gets improved from 23.2 to 24.9 with POS constraint. Because POS constraint mainly focuses on preserving the word semantics. The result also shows that the accuracy rises from 90.1 to 92.7 with language model constraint. It is not surprising that the language model helps the generator to generate sentence more fluently and select the appropriate words conditions on the content information. The result indicates having both POS and language model constraints are useful.
Table 1 also shows that in most cases, if the model has a high BLEU score, it will usually have a small POS information distance. It seems that it is not necessary to use the POS infomration. However, when we compare our model with StyleEmbedding (Fu et al., 2017) , we can find that StyleEmbedding has both higher BLEU score and a higher POS information distance than ours. The BLEU (human) shows that our model preserves the content better than StyleEmbedding. BLEU(Human) and the POS information distance is correlated. It is not surprising that the POS information distance measures the semantic similarity of corresponding nouns instead of counting the number of same tokens like BLEU score. For example in a good transfer case that transfers "The meal is great!" into "The food is terrible", the BLEU score of this generated sentence is low while the score of POS information distance is not. Therefore, The POS information distance is better than BLEU score to evaluate the ability of the model in preserving contents.
HUMAN EVALUATION RESULTS
While the automatic evaluation metrics provide some indication of transfer quality, it does not capture all the aspects of the style transfer task. Therefore, we also perform human evaluations. Li et al. (2018) provide 500 sentences with positive sentiment and 500 sentences with negative sentiment. All the 1000 sentences are randomly selected from the test set in Yelp review dataset. They also provide the generated sentences from their model and other models Fu et al., 2017) . We first use these 1000 sentences as input and generate sentences from our model and other two baselines . It is hard for users to make decisions when presented with multiple sentences at the same time. So instead of comparing all the models at the same time, we compare our model with all other models one by one. In each human evaluation, we randomly select 100 sentences from the set. Then for each original sentence, we present two corresponding outputs of our model and a baseline model in a random order. The annotator is then asked "Which sentence has an opposite sentiment of the original sentence and at the same time preserves the content of it?" They can choose: "A", "B" or "the same". We also hired different annotators to rate each pair of models, so nobody will see the same sentence twice. Table 2 shows the human evaluation results. Evaluators prefer our model than other models in general. Results in Table 1 show that the Retrieval model in Li et al. (2018) has the highest accuracy and StyleEmbedding model in Fu et al. (2017) has the highest BLEU score. However, there are 72 sentences generated from our model that are better than those from these two models respectively. Sentences generated from our model have a higher overall quality. Original the service has always been wonderful . Transferred the service has not been terrible .
Original the wait staff is extremely attractive and friendly ! Transferred the wait staff is extremely attractive and rude ! 
ANALYSIS
We list some examples of transferred sentences in Table 5 in Appendix. Both and change the meaning of the original sentences (e.g. "the menudo here is perfect." → "the terrible here is awkward."). It shows that only using classifier as an error signal to the generator is unstable. Sometimes it changes the style-independent tokens into sentiment tokens to reach a high accuracy in the style classifier. always change the detailed content information (e.g. "the menudo here is perfect." → "the fare is horrible"). Li et al. (2018) sometimes changes the structure of the original sentences (e.g. "if you travel a lot do not stay at Model Accuracy(%) BLEU POS distance this hotel." → "would highly recommend this place if you travel a lot at this hotel."). Compared with other models, our model preserves the content better while changing the sentiment (e.g. "the service was excellent and my hostess was very nice and helpful." → "the service was terrible and my hostess was very disappointing and unhelpful."). Because after adding constraints on POS tags, the output sentences preserve the content better. The content-conditional language model also feeds the noun information to the generator. Therefore, the source and generated sentence has semantically similar content. Our style classifier precision is high as well. Because after adding constraints to nouns, the generator can only change other style-dependent parts, such as adjectives in the sentence. Therefore, it is more likely to transfer the sentence to the desired style correctly.
However, there are still some cases that our model cannot handle well. We show some examples in Table 3 . If the sentiment of the sentences are not obvious (e.g. "actually, just keep walking."), the generated sentences sometimes would be the same as the input sentences. In some cases, our transferred sentence has double negation (e.g. the service has not been terrible) which results in error in the style transferred. For sentences with complex sentence structures, such as conjunction, in some rare cases, we miss certain part of sentence in the conversation (e.g. "the wait staff is extremely attractive and rude!")
POLITICAL SLANT TRANSFER
We have demonstrated that the structured content preserving model can successfully preserve the content while transferring the sentiment of the sentence. To verify the robustness of our model, we also use it to transfer the political slant between democratic and republican party. Compared with ; , our model still achieves improvement in terms of both content preservation and style transfer.
DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
The political dataset is comprised of top-level comments on Facebook posts from all 412 current members of the United States Senate and House who have public Facebook pages (Voigt et al., 2018) . The data set contains 270K democratic sentences and 270K republican sentences and the preprocessing steps and the experiment configurations are the same as the previous experiment.
AUTOMATIC EVALUATION RESULTS
We use three automatic metrics: accuracy, BLUE score and POS information distance to evaluate our model against ; . We report the results in Table 4 . Our model outperforms the other two models in all three metrics. However, the BLEU score is lower than the score in the sentiment modification task (56.6 VS 63.3). This is because names of politicians (e.g. Donald Trump) are relevant to the political slant. The classifier therefore will enforce the generator to transfer these names to those with another political slant. However, the POS constraints will preserve these people names. Therefore, the two constraints have a conflict and make the generation results less ideal. However, our model can still retain high BLEU score and low POS distance if there are no explicit people names in the source sentences.
CONCLUSION
Based on the encoder-decoder framework, we develop a new neural generative model, names structured content preserving model. It integrates an attentional auto-encoder, a style classifier, a POS constraint and a content-conditional language model. Our model outperforms previous models in both the sentiment and political slant transfer tasks. Compared with other models, our model preserve the content better while changing the style of the original sentence. We also propose a new evaluation metric: POS distance, which measures the content preservation between the source and transferred sentence to evaluate the content preserving ability of the model.
A MODEL CONFIGURATIONS
We use similar model configuration to that of for a fair comparison. The encoder and language model is one-layer GRU (Chung et al., 2014) . The decoder (generator) is an attentional (Bahdanau et al., 2014) one-layer GRU. The word embedding size is 100 and GRU hidden size is 700. v is the style representation vector of size 200. The CNN classifier (i.e., discriminator) is trained with 128 filters and the kernel size is chosen from {3,4,5}. The parameters of the language model and classifier are not shared with parameters of other parts and are trained from scratch. We use a batch size of 128 with negative samples and positive samples. We use Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) optimization algorithm to train the language model, classifier and the attentional auto-encoder and the learning rate is set to be the same. Hyper-parameters are selected based on the validation set. We use grid search to pick the best parameters. The learning rate is set to 5e-4. η, the weight of language model loss, is set to 0.5. α, the weight of classifier loss, is set to 0.2. β, the weight of noun loss, is set to 0.1. Models are trained for a total of 10 epochs (pretrain one epoch). The best result is obtained after 4 epochs. We use an annealing strategy to set the temperature of τ of the Gumbel-softmax approximation. The initial value of τ is set to 1.0 and it decays by half every epoch (after pretrain) until reaching the minimum value of 0.001.
